
HOW TO WRITE AN UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Writing and delivering an employee performance evaluation for an under- performer is a difficult task for any manager. In
this free management tutorial, Jeremy.

And getting the best possible performance out of your employee and, in turn, helping them get the most out of
their career must be your main objective. Tom should keep his conversations work related. Train 4 team
members on how to handle difficult customers. The name says it all: this is a typical annual performance
review. General employee performance review. Jim should improve his reliability. Jim is a creative guy but he
has a tendency to act before thinking. Re-read previous performance evaluations to refresh your memory of
previous discussions. Performance log. Ben has a natural rapport with people and does very well at
communicating with others. Take this survey as an alternative to a traditional performance review. Developed
by Emory University, they include detailed examples and definitions of expected behavior. Holly needs to
work on being more resourceful on tasks and projects. You have the power to do something about itâ€”find an
employer who will build you up, not tear you down. Coaching an employee to develop and hone in on their
strengths can absolutely help them to perform at a higher level and give them confidence to do so. Paul does
not understand the intricacies of managing a high performance team and has yet to perform. This should
include specific steps you need to take to improve your performance, and the time frame in which to do so.
Grade your new employees with a three-point scale: excellent, improvement needed, or unsatisfactory. Bill
takes great pride in his work. Holly is not very effective at managing her staff to high performance. Are there
challenges to the role that you were unaware of? John fails to follow up with customers as requested. Include
only the latter in your assessment. Harry is an accomplished technician who understands our systems and
processes. Are they keeping up with the tasks and responsibilities? Instead of making do with what she has,
Holly tends to complain about a lack of resources and personnel. For a negative review on the
problem-solving dimension, you might say, "John repeats mistakes and does not seem to learn from failure"
but then applaud his customer service skills and ability to "consistently receive high marks from satisfied
customers. Bob has consistently low marks on his customer satisfaction surveys. Kyle is an adequate
supervisor, but does not excel in this area. Simply enter your employee's name, gender, and rating from 1. Jim
does not effectively communicate â€” both written and verbal communication must be improved.


